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ABSTRACT 
 
What role does local branding play in a demonstration programme on 
changing behaviours in transport culture within its target areas? In transport, a 
combination of local and national branding is used to promote different 
transport options.  What role do these brands play and how does it work with 
choices that are socially inclusive, economically efficient and environmentally 
aware, or, more active and sustainable? 
 
In telephone surveys carried out as part of the Smarter Choices, Smarter 
Places (SCSP) monitoring and evaluation, people’s awareness and 
understanding of travel marketing were tested and will continue to be through 
ongoing evaluation.  The surveys allowed national brands like ‘Travelwise’ to 
be compared with local brands aimed at promoting active and sustainable 
travel across the schemes such as - ‘Go’, ‘Healthy Habits’, ‘Kick Start’, ‘On the 
Move’, ’Take the Right Route’ and ‘Travel Active’. 
 
The interim research shows that brand awareness is growing for some local 
brands but that competition for brand loyalty is intense.  Across the seven 
communities, of the respondents surveyed who were aware of the local 
branding, 7% claimed to have decreased their use of the car (as a driver) in 
the last year.  This compares with a 3% reduction in those who were unaware 
of the branding.  The reported frequency of increase in walking (12%), cycling 
(3%) and bus use (4%) is four times greater amongst those aware of the 
branding than those who were unaware.    
 
The underlying question is ‘does branding help change behaviour?’  The 
SCSP programme which runs from 2008 – 2011 aims to facilitate a sustained 
change in travel attitudes and behaviours, but what role should branding play 
alongside the investment in infrastructure and broader smarter measures?   
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Smarter Choices are often viewed as a magic recipe for changing travel 
behaviour.  However, building trust in new approaches requires a concerted 
effort over a period of time.  Part of this approach requires building a strong 
brand to the goals and identity of a quality product, for SCSP this is 
sustainable transport.  The wide availability of ‘apps’, or computer application 
software available on smart phones, bring many more marketing opportunities 
delivering products straight to the consumers fingertips to help them make a 
choice or solve a problem.  It raises questions such as; Is Smarter Choices a 
working application for travel marketing? How should we market sustainable 
and active travel as a product? Should we exploit all opportunities available for 
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branding that product?  These opportunities need to be memorable and 
therefore brand is one of the most valuable elements in an advertising 
campaign as it demonstrates what the brand owner is able to offer in the 
marketplace to our communities and residents.  In the case of SCSP, the 
brand owner this is the Local Authorities and partners. 
 
Success in marketing by local authorities needs to build from people’s 
expectations of a local authority. As leaders in community organisation, local 
authorities are trusted as service providers and known for their remit to 
protect, conserve, deliver and manage. Smarter choices in transport can be 
aligned with these established values. However many smarter choices 
programmes are associated with fields in which authorities have less 
experience than other sectors of the economy and society: innovation, 
personalised consumer services, product promotion, etc. In these fields 
successful marketing can rely on partnering with providers who can build on 
their brand value in these fields. Successful smarter choices programmes 
therefore involve direct provision of some social marketing and delivery 
partnerships for other programmes.  
 
1.1 Delivery Programme 
The Scottish Government’s Smarter Choices Smarter Places (SCSP) 
programme is investing in seven communities across Scotland, with the aim of 
encouraging more people to make sustainable and active travel choices.  The 
programme aims to help individuals change their travel behaviour to improve 
their health, save money, improve the local environment and promote more 
cohesive communities. 
 
It was launched in August 2008 across the seven communities of Barrhead, 
Dumfries, central Dundee, Glasgow’s East End, Kirkintilloch/Lenzie, Kirkwall, 
and Larbert/Stenhousemuir.  Prior to implementation of any initiatives, 
baseline research was carried out in April 2009.  The baseline report produced 
summarised the characteristics of the seven SCSP towns.  It detailed the 
travel patterns, behaviours, attitudes and the motivations of the local 
communities. 
 
The main interventions to date across the schemes consist of improvements 
to the walking, cycling and bus infrastructure; personalised travel planning; 
public realm improvements including signposting; and promotion, marketing, 
raising awareness and branding of all of the schemes ensuring local identity. 
 
1.2 Research Programme 
This paper focuses on the findings reported from the ongoing monitoring and 
evaluation of SCSP, in particular the SCSP Interim Review where telephone 
surveys took place in May 2010, after just one year of interventions.  This 
review assesses changes in attitudes and behaviours from almost 4,000 
people (across the 7 SCSP target areas and 3 control towns; approx 400 
respondents in each community), and draws on observations by those 
delivering the schemes.   In order to detect attitudinal and behavioural change, 
the 2010 telephone survey results were compared to the results obtained in 
2009.  This is complemented with evidence from a number of reports made 
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available from those delivering the schemes, in particular the customer 
satisfaction surveys carried out later in 2010 across nearly all of the schemes. 
 
2.  DESIGN AND SET-UP 
 
2.1 Why Brand? 
‘A great brand is more than just a product; a great brand is something that 
people want to be part of and share in’ (Centre for Design Innovation) 
 
To help create that great brand for SCSP, all of the schemes wanted to make 
sure that this was something their local community would want to be part of 
and share in the experience.  To do this, all were clear about what could be 
seen as a big idea - What were they offering? What did their customers need 
or want?  Some further developed a vision and objectives, specifically to their 
marketing, branding and awareness raising, suggesting how they would offer 
sustainable and active travel to their local community, making it stand out over 
car use and these messages had to be believable and relevant for the local 
residents to want to take part. 
 
Dumfries for instance set a clear objective for marketing -  
‘To market the features and benefits of the Dumfries Sustainable Travel Town 
Program to the Dumfries population, with the aim of increasing the use of 
sustainable travel modes’. 
 
Glasgow’s Travel Change Behaviour Campaign aimed to –  
• Get residents walking and cycling more often by changing attitudes to 

active travel and significant, sustained travel behaviour change; 
• Maximise project benefits to the local community in terms of modal shift 

and health improvement opportunities through proactive communication 
and engagement with the local community; and 

• Raise awareness and promote the use of physical infrastructure 
interventions and ‘soft’ resources, specifically new travel information 
mediums and the Community Cycling initiative, within the local community. 
 

 
2.2 Know your audience 
Knowing what your customers want and how you can deliver it is an integral 
part of the branding process.  By utilising the evidence (in particular the 
community characterisation section in the baseline research), each of the 
seven communities were clearly able to draw on the attitudes and motivations 
of their community and identify potential target audiences for their campaign to 
reach and what types of messages would work with their target groups.  
 
The baseline research identified a key challenge for all authorities. Many local 
people and businesses felt that the role of local authorities should be to 
provide public traditional services, but not to tell people and businesses how 
to behave. It was recognised that marketing smarter choices is like an 
instruction manual for the hardware, helping people to make good use of the 
infrastructure and services.  However many people felt that they knew how to 
use roads and public transport, and it was patronising of authorities to expect 
that further explanation was needed.  
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In the baseline research these attitudes were explored through in-depth 
interviews with deliberative questioning to establish how people perceived 
transport problems such as the lack of parking, and what they expected 
authorities to do to manage demand in their town. The research suggested 
that once most people understood local authorities had to deliver locally on 
improving health, cutting carbon, supporting local economies as well as 
delivering on all council services, they also understood the need for the 
smarter choices solutions.  
 
Each of the pilot towns addressed these sensitivities in different ways: 

• In Larbert Stenhousemuir the baseline research showed that there was 
a high level of car dependency and the Council opted for a strong 
“push” emphasis in its messaging “Take the Right Route”. 

 
• At the other extreme there were real sensitivities about social marketing 

by local authorities potentially being patronising (e.g. in Lenzie) so the 
marketing had a strong “pull” emphasis e.g. “Healthy Habits”. 

 
• In most other towns the branding emphasised a call to action “Go” 

“Move” “Kick” “Active” recognising that most people understood that the 
role of the Council was to address market failure and trigger changes. 

 
Glasgow carried out additional research, which they linked with SCSP 
baseline and were able to identify commonly occurring barriers to active 
travel. Messages like “using cars less” would have been very damaging to 
residents since there was high unemployment and already low car ownership.  
Aspiring to the latter was associated with successful, active lifestyles. 
Glasgow therefore  identified the potential target audiences for the promotion 
of more active travel as: 
• Car drivers aged between 25 and 44 who were earning over £10,000 per 

annum and without dependent children. 
• Walkers, cyclists and public transport users, particularly those who express 

a desire to become car drivers. 
• School children since they present an audience who can filter information 

upwards to their parents. 
 
2.3 Brand development 
To develop brand awareness locally, the schemes saw the value in creating a 
separate identity to other similar schemes, ensuring it was different to their 
local authority branding and colour schemes and also different to SCSP or 
other Scottish Government campaigns.  This allowed them to gain their own 
recognition and to be able to highlight their own objectives. 
 
This reflected the pilot nature of the programme, but was not conducive to 
consistent national and local messages about smarter travel. The national 
monitoring showed that brands like ‘Travelwise’, ‘Stepchange’ and ‘active 
travel’ marketing are recognised. However is it brand ownership that is most 
important for behaviour change? None of these travel marketing brands were 
owned by travellers, residents or commuters in the way that they might feel 
brand loyalty to “BMW”, “Dyson”, “The Co-Op” or even the “NHS”, for 
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example. The brands were therefore all managed locally which was perhaps 
an artificial restriction on smarter choices delivery.  For instance, public 
authorities promoting local services usually rely heavily on national branding 
“Scottish Water”, “NHS” but at no point did any of the pilot authorities view 
national transport branding as a key part of their campaign. 
 
Perhaps the main exception to this was the use of the Transport Minister to 
provide an identifiable national “brand” to help people understand the national 
context for the scheme in their area. Images of the Minister sitting on a bike, or 
launching a new cycle route were highly visible and give a strong national 
identity to the programme.  So it is possible the national brand identity of 
smarter choices has been influenced by this and the ongoing research 
programme will be reviewing these aspects. 
 
All schemes developed clear, recognisable branding with distinctive graphics 
which enabled promotion of all measures under a single brand and they did 
this in a variety of ways as explained below. 
 
 
2.4 In-house design. 
‘Kick Start Kirkwall’ was thought up by the project team with the lettering 
lending itself to the creation of an ‘active’ looking logo. 
 
 
 

 
Fig 2.1 Kick Start Kirkwall 
 
‘Dundee Travel Active’ was designed to fit with existing work, the circle 
representing a wheel, different travel modes or an apple to highlight the health 
aspect to the project.  They also created a mascot - Anthony Active who was 
instantly recognisable across all branded material.  
 
 

 
Fig 2.2 Dundee Travel Active 
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‘Take The Right Route’ created a strong environmental theme throughout with 
characters developed to direct the user to four categories of walking, cycling, 
public transport and responsible car use. 
 

 

 
Fig 2.3 Take the Right Route 
 
In Dumfries it had been hoped from the outset that they would be able to trial a 
number of brand identities, however time constraints meant, that only  council 
staff were consulted, rather than a broader engagement with the local 
community.  ‘GoSmart’ used the word ‘Go’ as a transport related word to 
relate the project to travel as well as a passive word to call people to action.  
They also used local buildings in their imagery to keep it relevant to the local 
community and therefore to help people respond to the messages.  They also 
used separate branding for the travel modes. 
 

 
Fig 2.4 GoSmart 
 
2.5 Testing the design 
In order to ensure the branding would work in the communities, some of the 
schemes tested the design in-house with their steering groups and partners; 
others took their design to the community to gather valuable feedback on its 
possible effectiveness. 
 
‘Go Barrhead’ also used the word ‘Go’ to infer activity and a call to action.  A 
design was presented to partners who were able to comment and ensure that 
‘Go Barrhead’ reflected ‘a healthy and active lifestyle’.  The brand was further 
tested through community groups before being finalised. 
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Fig 2.5 Go Barrhead 
 
Kirkintilloch and Lenzie also used the cross sector health messaging to align 
the Council aims with the community. The Council originally developed their 
branding together with a ‘Do It’ campaign message however, some of the 
partners had a wider health focus beyond physical and mental well-being and 
believed that the ‘Just Do It’, ‘Do it in the park’, ‘Do it on the way to work’ 
would give out the wrong message.  The ‘Healthy Habits’ strapline was then 
developed to enhance the design suggesting to the community that the project 
was about people developing and sustaining healthy habits as a result of the 
initiatives being carried out.   
 

 
Fig 2.6 Healthy Habits 
 
Glasgow identified from the baseline survey several key aspects of travel 
behaviour from within their community including high levels of walking and a 
strong sense of community and community spirit within the area.  There was 
also an optimism regarding the forthcoming Commonwealth Games and 
associated development.  Building on these themes, over 20 campaign 
identities were developed and through internal consultation these were 
reduced down to six for community selection.  Testing took place over two 
days in community facilities with 160 people and their favourite was chosen to 
represent ‘Glasgow East End on the Move’.  They further developed their 
campaign messages through additional community sessions and a number of 
focus groups with residents. 
 

 
Fig 2.7 Glasgow East End on the move 
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2.6 Communicating the brand 
Once the brands were identified, it was important to start to build the brand 
through consistent communication using every possible contact with a 
customer to reinforce the brand and its values. 
‘Healthy Habits’ developed a list of marketing ‘must have’s’ to ensure the 
brand had good coverage.  They were to: build equity in the brand; ensure it 
was consistent and relevant; communicate key messages to target groups; 
and used mixed media. 
‘GoSmart’ set targets to ensure they were communicating their brand 
effectively.  These were: 
• To launch the GoSmart brand and become well known in the Dumfries 

area; 
• For the GoSmart brand to be perceived positively by Dumfries residents; 
• To maintain residents’ interest in the GoSmart brand over the three year 

project; and 
• To create a change in mind-set of the Dumfries resident to embrace 

sustainable travel modes. 
 
From observations by those delivering the schemes, to ensure the brand was 
to be well communicated they suggested that the brand has to: 
• Be trusted by the individuals, its claims are credible and messages 

relevant. 
• Have a name that sets the tone and personality of the brand and helps it to 

stand out. 
• Offers consistency by building the same attributes and characteristics into 

all of the initiatives, materials and resources of the campaign. 
 
 
3.  IMPLEMENTATION 
Once the schemes established their brand, they had to consider how to get 
their message across, what media to use and how to engage with their 
community.   
 
3.1 Get people talking 
A successful marketing campaign needs to get the local residents discussing 
the brand, to raise its awareness and encourage travel behaviour change.  In 
order to do this a number of the projects developed and distributed pre-
campaign materials.   
 
Dumfries ran a teaser campaign with ‘Are you ready to ‘Go’ Dumfries?’ 
posters advertised in bus shelters and on the backs of buses to initiate interest 
in the brand.   
 
Barrhead placed a large banner in the Main Street displaying the brand which 
immediately raised awareness ahead of the delivery programme. 
 
Where households were being targeted through the personalised travel 
planning campaign across the projects, an introductory postcard or letter 
would be delivered to that address.  This served to promote the project prior to 
a visit by a travel advisor two or three days later. 
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Although measures to raise brand awareness were apparent in all towns the 
interim evaluation report noted that there was very little evidence of action to 
develop brand loyalty and also very little sign that brand loyalty was being 
achieved. Although attitudes can be shaped by brand awareness, behaviour is 
more closely linked to brand loyalty.  This will also be monitored in the 
ongoing evaluation. 
 
3.2 Grab their attention 
A vital component of raising awareness of any brand and promoting the 
project was to organise a launch event.  By launching each of the schemes 
they were able to raise awareness, offer intrigue, spark a thought and promote 
the brand and what it stood for, to increase interest in sustainable travel. 
 
Due to the time constraints placed on the projects to gather baseline 
behaviour and attitudinal data, they could only launch their schemes after the 
surveys were completed as outlined below. 

May 2009    Dundee Travel Active 
June 2009  Take the Right Route 
   Healthy Habits 
   Go Barrhead 
   Kick Start Kirkwall 
January 2010 GoSmart 
April 2010  Glasgow East End on the Move 

 
Each of the events were advertised in advance, held central to the project 
area to benefit from a large amount of passing residents or in community 
facilities.  Since the launch events there have been regular events including 
first birthday parties at main trip generators across the communities to 
reinforce their messages. 
 
3.3 Keep them intr igued. 
To engage further with the local people the schemes have developed a wealth 
of branded resources and considerable effort has gone into the design of 
these and this was tailored specifically to each are.  These had to be 
distributed, generally by one of three methods: a visit to the drop-in centre; 
door to door engagement with a travel advisor; or attending a specific event.   
 
Face to face contact allowed the project teams and their staff to interact 
directly with their target audience.  For all, the conversations generally 
included the offer of one or more resources and incentives which took various 
forms and were intended to facilitate the use of the alternative methods of 
travel. 
‘Healthy Habits’, ‘Dundee Travel Active’ and ‘Kick Start Kirkwall’ all operated 
out of a branded drop-in centre, centrally located to the project where 
residents could pop in.  Travel advisors working across the projects carrying 
out personal travel planning found that a high proportion of householders were 
already aware of the initiatives and when the travel advisor arrived at the front 
door, this pre-awareness made the engagement easier.  After a series of 
launch events, most projects are relying on community based events to 
generate support and raise awareness of the measures being undertaken.  
These and other events have been organised across the communities and 
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they do offer a more passive way to gain support for the project whilst not 
requiring the individual to visit a shop for information or to open their door to a 
stranger. 
 
Though not exhaustive, nearly all projects have created the following 
specifically branded resources -  
 
• Local active travel maps giving clear information on walking and cycling 

routes, and information on the benefits of making local trips using these 
methods of travel. 

• Development of local way-finding and signage strategies. 
• Community guides with information about local businesses. 
• Public transport guides specific to all the services available locally through 

a variety of providers. 
• Responsible / sustainable car use guides with information to reducing the 

costs of motoring with tips to cut car use and promote eco-driving. 
• Challenge diaries designed to incentivise active travel, healthy eating and 

the use of local services and facilities. 
 
If a householder had been missed three times during the Personalised Travel 
Planning the Travel Advisors would drop a ‘We are missing you’ or similar 
flyer through their letter box to enable the resident to request information via a 
tick list of resources. 
 
3.4 Advertise what you are doing 
By utilising local and national press, radio, advertising space and having an 
online presence, the schemes have been able to further promote the brand 
and sustainable travel messages.   
Getting the support of local papers has been valuable in promoting the 
initiatives and there have been a variety of stories since SCSP was initially 
launched for bids in 2008.  On a quick count there have been well over 40 
local news stories relating to the individual SCSP communities, half again at a 
national level and a similar amount in specialist, and online, media. 
 
Locally, the stories serve to promote individual aspects of the initiatives whilst 
at the national and specialist level they draw together different themes linking 
all the communities together such as cycling, schools and health.  The BIG 
Partnership have been the media partner for the Programme and they have 
worked with local media colleagues to coordinate a number of articles.  The 
interim review reports that when prompted to state what measure respondents 
were aware of to encourage more efficient use of their car, the highest 
response reported adverts in local papers.  This was from over 25% of 
respondents (1525), almost four times more than the creation of individual 
walking or cycling routes (453), and tenfold more than car sharing (141) or 
measures to promote public transport (146).  This perhaps reminds us of the 
influence the media can play in a campaign.  However, in smaller towns the 
local debate relies heavily on local newspapers and city transport stories are 
national debates and more likely to be covered by national media.  
 
Local media featured strongly when respondents were asked to state what 
measures they were aware of to promote walking, cycling and public 
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transport.  The top three being local walking groups, improved walking and 
cycling network and adverts in local press / posters. 
 
At the same time, other national campaigns, such as the Scottish 
Government’s ‘Go Greener’ have been launched.  This may explain why in the 
survey a number of respondents reported seeing adverts on TV relating to 
SCSP when there were no television adverts aired. 
 
Having an online presence gave the schemes another tool to promote 
information about their initiatives.  They were and still are often the first place 
a resident will look for travel information or for guidance to changing their 
travel behaviour.  Across the schemes they were developed to different 
degrees of functionality and interactivity.  A few, because of IT constraints and 
existing corporate standards created only a front page;  to promote the project, 
provide information about the initiatives as they are happening and a list of 
resources that could be downloaded. 
 
Other projects were able to design websites separate from the Local Authority 
and provide a broader range of tools for the reader, including links to 
Facebook pages, challenges such as the ‘My Travel Active’ section for 
Dundee which allows users to record their active travel, set themselves goals 
and challenges and meet other active travellers.  There were also journey 
planners or case studies of local people changing their behaviour.  In all cases 
it was important for the websites to be easy to use and to be kept up to date. 
 
Dundee Travel Active ran a radio campaign over four weeks in March 2010 
with regular 30 second adverts.  Two presenters also signed up to challenges 
set by the travel advisors, similar to those being set for residents.  They were 
able to report back on-line each week as to how they had got on modifying 
their travel patterns. 
 
3.5 Ask the audience 
Any product will use market research to find out what the customers are 
looking for.  By getting regular feedback the schemes can gain valuable, and 
honest information about how the brand is perceived – it will give an insight in 
to how to develop campaigns further. 
 
‘Take The Right Route’ for example used market research to monitor, develop 
and evaluate their campaign.  The research looked at two areas – journey 
behaviour and the campaign and with a combination of qualitative and 
quantitative research in 2009 and again in 2010 they were able to determine 
levels of awareness of the campaign; participation in initiatives; explore impact 
of awareness on attitudes to travel; and determine how travel patterns and 
behaviour change over the course of the initiative.  
 
3.6 Brand evolution 
Through this additional evaluation on the campaign, ‘Take the Right Route’ 
have been able to monitor and develop the campaign and change messages 
as a result of the research carried out.  Two months after their launch event, 
they replaced the initial brand with short and easy to understand messages.  
By the final stage of the campaign ‘Take the Right Route’ has become a 
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community related message which congratulated residents for helping to 
change their habits and delivering results for Larbert and Stenhousemuir.  
Similarly Dundee Travel Active changed their message through time from ‘Get 
Active’ to ‘Stay Active’. 
 
 
4.  INTERIM RESULTS 
 
4.1 SCSP Telephone Survey 
The 2010 SCSP Telephone Survey sought information on awareness of 
SCSP type measures under three categories: 

• Are you aware of any actions or initiatives being taken locally to 
encourage more efficient use of cars or taxis? 

• Are you aware of any actions or initiatives being taken locally to 
encourage more walking and cycling or bus use? 

• Have you heard about Go-Barrhead (or other relevant local brand by 
area)? 

 
In considering brand awareness, Figure 4.1 shows the awareness within each 
SCSP scheme of the specific local brand or brands used by each local 
authority to support their behaviour change campaigns.  Awareness of brands 
was tested as follows: 
• Barrhead -  GO – Barrhead  
• Dumfries – GO – GoSmart/GoBus/GoWalk/GoBike/GoShare/Bike2Go 
• Dundee – Travel Active, Dundee Travel Active, Anthony Active 
• Kirkintilloch/Lenzie - Healthy Habits AND/OR 

WellWise/RouteWise/WalkWise 
• Glasgow – On the Move 
• Kirkwall – Kick Start Kirkwall 
• Larbert/Stenhousemuir – Take the Right Route 
• Arbroath – Travelwise Angus 
• Bearsden - Stepchange 
• Dalkeith - Travelwise 
 
It is appreciated that these are not the only relevant brands in each area. For 
example residents of Barrhead might be aware of the national ‘Travelwise’ 
branding in addition to the local ‘GO’ branding. The purpose of this question is 
to be able to track awareness of specific relevant brands over time to see what 
we can learn about how to develop brand awareness and ownership as part of 
culture change in a town. For example it is a few years since the ‘Stepchange’ 
branding was promoted in Bearsden and just 3% of the respondents still 
recognise the brand.  
 
Again figure 4.1 shows a variation in stated levels of awareness by area with a 
significantly high awareness of the branding above the control sample level in 
Larbert/Stenhousemuir (by 50 percentage points), Barrhead (39), 
Kirkintilloch/Lenzie (29), Dumfries (23), Glasgow East End (10) and Dundee 
(by 5 percentage points).  This question was not asked in the 2009 baseline 
telephone survey and therefore it is not possible to compare responses 
between the two years.  
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Figure 4.1 Proport ion aware of local speci f ic brand(s) compared to 2010 
synthesised control sample 

Barrhead* Dumfries* Dundee* Glasgow East 
End*

Kirkintilloch/ 
Lenzie*

Kirkwall
Larbert / 

Stenhousemuir
*

2010 Survey 44.5% 28.6% 10.9% 14.8% 34.0% 6.2% 55.2%
2010 Control 5.2% 5.6% 6.1% 5.2% 4.6% 5.6% 5.2%
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(N=2770, weighted for 2010 and N=2060, weighted for control sample) difference in 

awareness between 2010 survey & control samples is significant at p<0.05 for all areas with * 

 
This raises some interesting issues: 
The high awareness of Kirkintilloch/Lenzie brands is in contrast to the fall in 
awareness of initiatives to promote more sustainable travel.  
 
Larbert/Stenhousemuir and Barrhead have both used very visible sites in the 
communities for large banners displaying the branding. Used in conjunction 
with other publicity it is clear that relatively high brand awareness has been 
achieved in a short time.  
 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the self-reported change in usage of all modes over 
the last 12 months in each area by those respondents who stated that they are 
aware and not aware of the local specific brand(s) used to support each 
campaign.  Figure 4.2 indicates that net usage of the car as a driver and 
passenger has fallen to a greater extent amongst the overall sub sample of 
people who are aware of each brand and Figure 4.3 suggests that net usage 
of the bus, walking and cycling has increased to a greater extent amongst the 
overall sample of people aware of each brand. 
 
The impact of brand awareness on net usage of walking, cycling and bus use 
varies quite widely according to each town but there does appear to be a link 
between awareness and a greater reduction in car usage overall compared to 
the sample average in all towns with the exception of Glasgow East End and 
Kirkintilloch/Lenzie. 
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Figure  4 .2 : Overall net increase (+) / decrease (-) in reported frequency 
of use of a car as a dr iver and as a passenger by respondents aware 

and unaware of specif ic local brand(s) by area 
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Figure 4.3: Overall net increase (+) / decrease (-) in reported frequency 
of walking, cycling and bus use by respondents aware and unaware of 

speci fic local brand(s) by area 
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Looking at the awareness of initiatives themselves,  figure 4.4 shows the self-
reported change in usage of the car as a driver and passenger over the last 12 
months in each area (excluding Glasgow East End where the sub sample of 
respondents aware of the measures is too small to draw conclusions.) It 
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indicates that overall net usage of the car as a driver has fallen to a greater 
extent amongst those people who are aware of these specific SCSP 
initiatives.  This pattern is particularly pronounced in Dumfries where 25% of 
respondents who are aware of the initiatives (compared to 4% of respondents 
unaware of them) reported a net reduction in their use of the car as a driver.  
In addition in Dumfries 6% of ‘aware’ respondents reported a net reduction in 
their use of a car as a passenger compared to a corresponding increase in 
usage amongst ‘unaware’ respondents. However, awareness of the 
interventions in Barrhead, Kirkintilloch/Lenzie and Kirkwall does not appear to 
be related to greater reductions in frequency of car use. 
 
 

Figure 4.4: Overall net increase (+) / decrease (-) in reported frequency 
of use of the car as a driver and as a passenger by respondents aware 
and unaware of ini tia tives to encourage more efficient use of cars and 

taxis by area 
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Figure 4.5 shows the self-reported change in usage of the bus, walking and 
cycling over the last 12 months in each area by those respondents who stated 
that they are aware and not aware of local actions and initiatives to encourage 
more walking, cycling and bus use.   
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Figure 4.5: Overall net increase (+) / decrease (-) in reported frequency 
of walking, cycling and bus use by respondents aware and unaware of 

init ia tives to encourage more walking, cycl ing or bus use by area 
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There is an indication that across all the target areas net usage of the bus and 
walking has increased to a greater extent amongst those people who are 
aware of specific SCSP initiatives encouraging the use of these alternative 
modes.  
 
4.2 Scheme specific Customer Satisfaction Surveys 
In addition to the SCSP Telephone Survey, a number of schemes have carried 
out customer satisfaction surveys to help further develop their initiatives. 
 
Kirkwall surveyed 100 households as part of the wrap up to personal travel 
planning and they were able to report that 37% respondents changed their 
travel behaviour, with 14% respondents stating a reduction in car use.  The 
most popular resource requested was the ‘Kick Start Kirkwall’ Travel Map 
 
Barrhead, through a similar survey (180 respondents) found that 41% stated 
they made a change to their travel behaviour with 25% claiming they had 
reduced their car use to some extent.  Of those making that change, 54% felt 
it was due to a combination of the conversation and supporting information, in 
addition 10% felt it was the travel advisor only and 31% felt it was the 
information only.  Feedback highlighted the two most requested resources 
were the Green Travel Map and Public Transport Guide; both strongly 
branded materials. 
	  
Larbert and Stenhousemuir have been able to show through their evaluation 
(over 1000 in-street interviews and four focus groups) that the ‘Take the Right 
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Route’ campaign has achieved high levels of awareness and spontaneous 
awareness is up to 58%.  There has been excellent campaign cut-through 
levels (85%) and the campaign poster images were recognised by 76% of 
respondents.  They have also been able to show that attitudes towards the 
campaign are extremely positive.  77% rated the campaign as ‘good’ or ‘very 
good’ and 69% believed its messages are effective.  The majority of the 
people believed the campaign is important to the community, relevant, 
motivating and likeable.  Respondents were more likely to state that the 
campaign has made them consider other means of transport (59% in 2010 
compared to 49% in 2009). 
 
Kirkintilloch and Lenzie were able to conclude from a survey of 384 people 
that 70% knew about ‘Healthy Habits’, of these 34% found out information 
from the drop in centre and 26% from marketing materials.  Similar to other 
schemes, the most useful resources was the Community Guide with 78% 
finding it ‘useful’ or ‘very useful’.  They were also able to report that 44% had 
changed their travel behaviour to reflect increases in walking and cycling and 
a decrease in car use. 
 
Dundee carried out a survey with around 500 householders and found that 
40% of everyone participating had reported an increase in physical activity.   
76% had sustained this change in behaviour 4-6 months after the original 
intervention.  
 
Dumfries have carried out an interim survey with over 200 residents following 
one year of interventions and can report that there has been a 40% increase 
in walking and 28% have decreased their car use. 
 
Glasgow are still in the early phase of raising awareness about the 
interventions being implemented so additional surveys have not been carried 
out.  
 
In summary, both national and local surveys have shown the impact branding 
has on raising people’s awareness and understanding of sustainable and 
active travel opportunities available locally.  After one year, the figures relating 
to brand awareness are promising and through continued monitoring of the 
programme we would hope to be able to show that brand awareness will 
develop into brand loyalty and further change s in travel behaviour. 
  
 
5.  Conclusions 
Branding has been a key part of SCSP and as the projects evolved the use of 
branding has become smarter. In particular: 
 

• It was important to develop a new identity so that the programme would 
not be seen as another Government climate change campaign. 

• Ongoing research helped teams to understand what was required to 
get people to consider changing their travel habits. However there is as 
yet little evidence that local people identify with any of the SCSP 
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brands as a motivator for behaviour change. If it is too difficult to build 
brand loyalty for sustainable transport brands then would it be much 
better in the future to market sustainable transport using other trusted 
brands (e.g. NHS, Fairtrade, etc.)? 

• Having a limited geographic area to focus on has helped develop 
campaigns with more personal and relevant messages that are less 
broad brush and therefore more likely to be listened to. 

• Working with partners has been critical with some local authorities able 
to benefit from established relationships across the community. 
Partners were invited to take part and have offered the campaign 
additional cost effective advertising opportunities to show it is a 
community effort supported by local businesses and services. 

• It is also of note that messages about using cars less can lead to 
‘positive or negative’ impacts, but messages about walking and cycling 
more ‘always lead to positive’ responses. Therefore, the balance of 
future campaigns and publicity might be most effective if it emphasises 
the “more” message. 

• Promotional materials have been used in all the areas but have been 
targeted in different ways through travel plans, local information and 
drop-in centres and as part of Personalise Travel Planning. Therefore 
the balance between background marketing and targeted personalised 
marketing is not always clear. 

• A mechanism that allows you to talk directly to your target market on 
their doorstep is invaluable.  By combining core campaign messages 
with an opportunity to deliver materials directly to the end users, assists 
in backing up and further strengthening the campaign.   

• Whilst messages varied between location and target audiences, being 
able to maintain a strong level of consistency across all the materials is 
important.  Messages became more focussed in time, local to their 
immediate surroundings to ensure that residents could relate even 
more with the campaign and feel included in what it is achieving. 

• Overall for any of the campaigns to work they need to become  
community  campaigns. In each of the SCSP towns some progress has 
been made but there is no evidence as yet that the local brands will 
prove to be sustainable.  
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